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WSOR Chairman’s Report 2015 

Society Management 

We have met monthly over the season as an Exec, nine times as a full Exec and seven times 

to discuss grading, appointments and training. The attendance at these meetings is as 

follows: IR 9/9, MM, 1/5, JN 2/2, HR 6/7, RS 8/9, DS 7/9, RA 9/9, TJ 4/4 and DD 5/5. 

President Mike Hemming has attended many of those meetings. We have found it difficult 

with our lack of Secretarial support following Malcolm Murphy’s resignation and having 

recruited John Neale until the end of the season initially, the issue has been resolved. Trefor 

Jones’ illness before Christmas meant that Dave Drabwell took over as Chairman of Grading 

on a co-opted basis. We have worked hard in putting into place numerous written policies 

and procedures that assist the Exec in their running of the Society.  

Finance: Howard has kept a very tight hold of the Society’s money and has been insistent 

that any money spent had to be for the benefit of the whole Society and I believe that this 

has been done. I have been impressed with Howard’s work throughout the whole season 

and his advice has proved invaluable at times.  

Training and Development has seen huge strides taken this season with our Development 

and Induction Squads proving a great success.  We have filmed the majority of our referees 

this year and have bought an extra camera. Dave Chater has filmed 28 games, I have filmed 

41 and Roger Ainsley, Paul Cassidy and Ryan Smith have also filmed. Thanks to all for your 

efforts. We have also doubled the size of our Dartfish TV channel to cope with the extra 

games and the training material that they generate. Ryan had worked incredibly hard this 

year and has managed to juggle his Society commitments and his exams with not too much 

bother. Who says men cannot multitask! Thanks also goes to all the coaches who have 

worked hard to support their referees this season.  

Grading: The grading committee has met every month throughout the season and many 

referees have been re-graded. Most referees have improved their performances this season. 

Our match observers have been working hard to develop their report writing skills, again 

with huge success so that their reports are now the best written that we see. Their data has 

been extremely useful in developing our referees. We have produced a procedure that 

integrates the running of all the Society’s functions which is driven by the work of the 

Grading Committee. Well done the whole of the Grading Team, especially Trefor and later 

Dave Drabwell. John Pritchard continues to feedback and offer advice to our report writers. 

Recruitment: This has proven more difficult this season with changes in the way that the 

RFU organises its courses and we are looking to talk to them about this.  Two Level 2 Referee 

courses have been arranged without getting the minimum number of 10 candidates 

required before the RFU will sanction them so had to be cancelled. This has meant that we 

lost 16 potential referees. Two Level 2 courses have been run with 24 referees successfully 

meeting the competences although some of those have been from outside the Warwickshire 

area. The Young Whistlers continue to be our greatest recruitment stream. Referee abuse 

continues to be a problem and we are working hard with the WRFU to stamp this out as we 

see this as a demotivating factor for our officials. Roger has managed the kit and our 
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equipment extremely well and we now have 4 sets of radios with belts that all work. One 

new set has been bought and thanks to Richard Bonner here. 

Appointments: This continues to be a problem with the number of games cancelled. This 

can be over 20% some week-ends. We have covered most of the games requested. There 

has been an increase in the number of appointments this year and all the appointments 

team, Dave Smith, Roger Ainsley and Nigel Scott have worked very hard indeed. Their work 

is not made any easier with some officials not making their availability accurate. Grading has 

been recommending specific officials to specific games to focus on their development needs.  

Discipline 

Kim Challis came to address our Exec over the problems identified with some of our report 

writing. We have worked hard to address this. We were disappointed that John Davies was 

no longer to be routinely invited to discipline hearings and would like to see this decision 

reversed. We have written a red card procedure for our referees and hope that this will link 

in well with the CB. We do ask that the CB continues to come down hard of cases of referee 

abuse and we will certainly be looking at not providing referees to clubs that are repeat 

offenders. We continue to work on our referees’ management skills but the best managers 

in the world still have to deal with the odd thug that sadly exists in our game. Thanks to John 

Davies for his work. 

Young Whistlers 

This continues to go from strength to strength. 8 of our young referees have progressed to 

the adult ranks and our squad is being asked to go to more and more events by the RFU and 

others. This season, Sainsbury’s School Games, Rosslyn Park 7s, Paignton festival, Barnstable 

festival, Cardiff festival the RFU Women’s Academy 7s, post-match games at Ricoh arena and 

many others. Ryan Smith, our Training Officer, was invited to Twickenham as a guest at an 

international to be questioned by John Lawn as to how we do it. Rhys Davies was nominated 

as Sports Coach UK’s Young Official of the Year by the RFU and reached the final 3. As a 

reward Rhys and his family were invited to Twickenham for the day and Rhys joined in a 

training session with the Elite Referee Group, wearing JP Doyle’s kit. Peter Tolan reached the 

last 3 in the same award in the Officials Developer section. Well done all those who have 

mentored and coached the young men over the season and those who organised the 

numerous tournaments, Ian D, Nick Edwards, Josh Jelley, Peter T etc etc. 

RFU & County Competitions: 

We as a Society were bitterly disappointed that yet again the County final did not take place. 

It means a great deal to our referees and Luke Haskins missed out on his third county final. 

The other cups seem to have gone a great deal better. The County Colts competition was run 

extremely well and we were kept up to date by a very able team. The final was superb. The 

colts league has been successful on the whole but not without its discipline problems. 

However these have been dealt with quickly. The Warwickshire Leagues have caused a lot of 

problems with constant cancellations. This gives us retention issues. For example one new 

referee had 5 games cancelled on him in one week and ended up without a game. He did not 
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get a game for the first 3 weeks of his refereeing career. Hardly the way to get referees 

enthused.  

The number of relegated Warwickshire clubs means that we will have less games at a higher 

level next year. Also the reported postponement in the flattening of the pyramid means the 

same for 12 months’ time. We do believe that this postponement is good for the game and 

will mean a better quality of fixture for all concerned.   

Other Positions: 

Steve Savage represented the Society on the WRFU Committee and took over the managing 

of abuse cases. 

Roger Ainsley attended WRFU Clubs Sub Committee meetings. 

Peter Tolan attended Exec Meetings to take the minutes in Malcolm Murphy’s absence. 

Mike Hemming has been our President and his attendance, advice and support has been 

invaluable. In my opinion his Presidency has been a great success. A personal thanks from 

me Mike.  

Also thanks to anyone that I have missed out. 

I have enjoyed most of the year and have been very proud of the work done by the Exec and 

everyone else in the Society. I have found some of the problems encountered challenging at 

times but we have all worked hard to resolve any issues encountered.  

Can I thank you all for your personal support this year with my family issues, it has helped 

Mary and I through some very difficult moments. 

Finally I must thank Mary for her support this year. She has managed to listen to some of my 

rantings, calmed me down, checked my spelling and grammar and toned down some of my 

emails. She does however constantly remind me that she is the one with the coaching 

qualification!!! 

Ian Roberts 14 May 2015 

 


